273 students that have taken a class in the Hives were asked, “What do you like about the HIVES?” ...

- 124 Referred to Improvements to the Physical Space.
- 120 Referred to Improvements to the Technology.
- 95 Referred to Improvements in Quality of Social Interaction.
- 83 Referred to Improvements in their Focus and Engagement.
- 45 Referred to a Greater Diversity of Learning Methods.

“We do not have lectures anymore. We have discussions. The Hives encourage participation and encourage students to be a part of the learning experience.”
- Anonymous Hives Student

Top Limitations of Traditional Classrooms Identified By Faculty Teaching In The Hives.

Difficult for Group Work and Lack of Interactivity

Not enough space to move around.

Distance To The Back Of The Room

Inflexible

Makes the Professor The Focus Of The Class

Research Initiatives With the Humber Community Identified The Following Desires For New Classrooms...

Flexible Space Pleasant Learning Environment Improved Learning Experience Reliable Technology A Virtual Classroom